Celebration of Learning Benefit ★ 15-Year Anniversary ★ May 19, 2022

SPONSORSHIP FORM

Choose Your Light Leader Sponsorship Level

○ Active Citizen Quintuple Light Leader up to $15,000 or more
○ Critical Thinker Quadruple Light Leader up to $10,000
○ Explorer Triple Light Leader up to $5,000
○ Compassion Double Light Leader up to $2,500
○ Integrity Light Leader $1,000
○ Other Amount $__________

Thank You for Sponsoring our Celebration of Learning Benefit!

NAME OF ORGANIZATION OR INDIVIDUAL(s) — FOR ACKNOWLEDGEMENT IN PRINT AND PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS

CONTACT NAME

CONTACT EMAIL

COMPANY OR INDIVIDUAL’S STREET ADDRESS

TOTAL SPONSORSHIP AMOUNT $________________________

PAYMENT METHOD

○ CREDIT CARD

TOTAL SPONSORSHIP AMOUNT $________________________

PAYMENT METHOD

○ CREDIT CARD

TOTAL SPONSORSHIP AMOUNT $________________________

PAYMENT METHOD

○ CREDIT CARD

BY SIGNING, I/WE AGREE TO PAY THE AMOUNT INDICATED ABOVE

SIGNATURE

Please submit completed form to Elizabeth Whiting at ewhiting@pcachicago.org
Or mail with payment to: Polaris Charter Academy, 620 N. Sawyer Ave., Chicago, IL 60624, Attention: Elizabeth Whiting

Questions or to provide credit card information via phone or payment via bank transfer:
Please contact Development Manager Elizabeth Whiting at 773-726-9588 or ewhiting@pcachicago.org

Polaris Charter Academy is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization.

Our mission is to educate students to be self-motivated, creative, critical thinkers, with the ultimate goal of shaping life-long learners and citizens with a strong sense of personal and civic responsibility.

★ INTEGRITY ★ COMPASSION ★ EXPLORER ★ CRITICAL THINKER ★ ACTIVE CITIZEN